Pattern formation in the striatum: neurons with early projections to the substantia nigra survive the cell death period.
During the early postnatal period the striatum undergoes significant cell death. The specificity and regulation of this regressive event may be particularly interesting in the light of recent findings demonstrating that a developmentally organized compartmental architecture exists in the striatum. The striatum can be divided into two complementary and phenotypically distinct compartments, the patches and the matrix. In the adult, these two striatal compartments can be distinguished on the basis of their anatomy and a series of compartment-specific biochemical and hodological markers. We have previously demonstrated that the neurons within the patch and matrix compartments become postmitotic and make connections with the substantia nigra at distinct and sequential developmental times. The majority of patch neurons become postmitotic between embryonic days 12 and 15 and make a striatonigral connection prenatally. In contrast, a majority of matrix neurons become postmitotic between embryonic days 17 and 20 and do not form an efferent connection to the substantia nigra until the first postnatal week. Here we investigated whether either neuronal birthdate or time of making an efferent projection correlates with a neuron's probability of surviving the cell death period. We found that both the patch and matrix compartments undergo their entire cell death period by the end of the first postnatal week. During this period approximately 30% of striatal neurons are subject to cell death, regardless of striatal compartment. Neuronal counts within the striatal patch compartment suggest that both early born neurons (embryonic day 13) and early projecting neurons (to the substantia nigra) are preferentially spared. However, their considerable overlap (i.e., most early born neurons also have a nigral projection) prevents assessment of which feature is critical for survival. In contrast, there are small, but mostly separate, populations of early born and early projecting neurons within the matrix compartment. Quantitative analysis of these two distinct populations suggests that while early projection neurons within the matrix are spared, the early born matrix neurons lacking an early nigral projection undergo significant cell death. This proposal is further supported by the observation that the percentage of early born neurons in both the patch and matrix compartments that also have an early nigral projection increases from postnatal day 2 to 17. This finding suggests that among the early born striatal neurons in both compartments, those that do not project to the nigra selectively die during the cell death period. Together these results support the hypothesis that completion of an early projection to the substantia nigra gives neurons an advantage for surviving the cell death period.